USS Vesuvius, NCC-71985
Stardate 10410.12
ACTD-wide storyline, Part 2
Episode 11

Debt of Honor…

The away teams have all returned to the Vesuvius leaving behind U'Tahn and the V'Rax on Varnaxia, the homeworld of the V'Rax. The V'Rax have returned to a more solid form and now live without the exoskeleton.  This occurred when extra-dimensional energy was released when the spatial anomaly nearby imploded upon itself.

A message was finally revealed to the Vesuvius crew. It read: To All Federation Task Force Fleet. Contact at the following coordinates…the Selaya.

The Vesuvius is now ready to leave Varnaxia's orbit...but not before one last communication from U'Tahn….

=/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  Begin Mission  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=

OPS N’Duh says:
::Take his seat at OPS::

Host FCO Lorehani says:
::At her station on the bridge trying to looks inconspicuous...hopefully Hope doesn't notice her.::

SO Kilmer says:
::Sits at the forward science console::

Host U’Tahn says:
@COM: Vesuvius:  This is U'Tahn

CNS Martin says:
::In her officer finishing up on her schedules::

EO Dylan says:
::On the bridge standing at the Engineering station::

TO Vandross says:
::At tactical::

OPS N’Duh says:
CSO: We have a communication from U'Tahn.

CSO Lane says:
::Sits in her chair preparing to leave Varnaxia::

CSO Lane says:
OPS: Let's hear it.

SO Kilmer says:
::Monitors the sensor readouts::

CMO Bannister says:
::In his office in Sickbay, reading over some data.::

OPS N’Duh says:
::Nods::   COM: U'Tahn, go ahead.

OPS N’Duh says:
::Puts it on speakers::

Host U’Tahn says:
@COM: Vesuvius: I must warn you.  The Nacandarian’s are planning an attack of some of your vessels

EO Dylan says:
CSO: Ma’am we have full power available for departure.

OPS N’Duh says:
::Raises an eyebrow::

CSO Lane says:
COM: U’Tahn: Commander Lane here. Are you sure about this U’Tahn?

FCO Lorehani says:
::Double checks the coordinates she received from the Seleya...she can't help but think that it's time to be heading home...maybe it's time for a short visit to Andoria...to "relax"::

OPS N’Duh says:
::Glances over at the FCO::   FCO: Welcome back, we missed you.

CSO Lane says:
::Motions to the EO::   EO: Thank you.

Host U’Tahn says:
@COM: Vesuvius: As sure as anything.  They can't hear me since I am not a part of their hive collective.  Being out here hasn't severed my connection to them either

EO Dylan says:
::Hears something about an attack, turns to the viewscreen::

SO Kilmer says:
::Keeps an eye on sensors for signs of hostile Nacandarian vessels::

CSO Lane says:
COM: U’Tahn: Can you provide the coordinates for this attack U’Tahn?

CNS Martin says:
::Sets aside the schedule and opens up a new, blank file, ready for her new assignment::

FCO Lorehani says:
::Smiles and twitches her antenna.::   OPS:  Thanks, it's good to be back on my feet again.  It seems I've been inadvertently spending a lot of time in sickbay these days.  So what have I missed?

Host U’Tahn says:
@COM: Vesuvius: I only know they are in the process of planning an attack at this time.  I'm afraid it could be where you are headed.  Please be careful

OPS N’Duh says:
FCO: Not a whole lot.  We had an away team return to the surface to help U'Tahn and the V'Rax.

FCO Lorehani says:
OPS: Ah   ::Grins::   Probably a good thing I slept through that then.   ::Chuckles to herself.::

CNS Martin says:
::Pulls a PADD full of her notes on the V'Rax towards her, and gets to work on her report::

OPS N’Duh says:
FCO: Yes, with me on my first away mission, and in charge, you did well to miss that.

Host U’Tahn says:
@COM: Vesuvius: To whatever Gods you worship...stay safe.  Thanks again for your help.

CSO Lane says:
COM U’Tahn: Thank you for the warning U’Tahn. I will inform my task force. May all your hard work be rewarded. Lane out.

EO Dylan says:
TO: Wouldn't make any sense to hit us when the fleet is together would it, why not hit us in transit?

OPS N’Duh says:
::closes the channel::

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: The communication is cut

FCO Lorehani says:
::Looks at her counterpart.::  OPS:  I'm sure, no make that positive that you did well in your first command.

TO Vandross says:
EO: I think our adversaries underestimate us.

CSO Lane says:
:: Turns to N'Duh :: OPS: Send a message to all Federation ships in the sector to be on guard for a possible Nacandarian attack.

OPS N’Duh says:
CSO: Aye, I'm on it, Commander.

FCO Lorehani says:
::Waits for Hope to give her the OK to put this ship into gear.::

OPS N’Duh says:
::Sends out a message too all the Federation ships in the sector with the CSO's recommendations::

CSO Lane says:
FCO: Lore, prepare to leave orbit and head for the Seleya's coordinates.

EO Dylan says:
::Hopes that is the position of the Nacandarian’s::

OPS N’Duh says:
CSO: All ships have acknowledged the transmission.

FCO Lorehani says:
CSO:  Aye Ma'am...coordinates already plotted in...just waiting for your order.  ::Hand hovers over the starter button.::

CSO Lane says:
*All*: All stations. We have completed our mission here. We are heading for the Seleya's coordinates. All stations are to be at yellow alert status for time being. Lane out.

CSO Lane says:
FCO: Lore...engage!

EO Dylan says:
::Puts the damage control teams on alert::

CSO Lane says:
OPS: Understood.

FCO Lorehani says:
CSO:  Engaged.... ::Hand taps the console.::  Going to Warp 4.

OPS N’Duh says:
::Coordinates power usage with all stations::

EO Dylan says:
CSO: Damage control teams have been alerted ma’am.

TO Vandross says:
::Relays yellow alert protocol to all tactical and security personnel::

EO Dylan says:
::Sees N’Duh's report come up on his display::

CSO Lane says:
FCO: Lore, best possible speed. There may be trouble ahead.

FCO Lorehani says:
CSO:  I can increase to Warp 8 if you like...?

CSO Lane says:
EO: Acknowledged.

OPS N’Duh says:
::Standard yellow alert protocols in place::

SO Kilmer says:
::Keeps a keen eye on sensors for signs of hostile Vessels::

CSO Lane says:
FCO: Lore, what is our maximum warp?   :: Taps her fingers on the chair arm ::

EO Dylan says:
::Makes an adjustments to the plasma injectors for warp speed::

CNS Martin says:
::Recording her report about the V'Rax, and doesn’t really stop to wonder why the yellow alert has come up, continuing with her work::

FCO Lorehani says:
CSO:  Got the hint Ma'am...going to maximum warp...9.5 I believe.   ::Chuckles to herself since she can hear Hope taping her fingers.::   Engaging 9.9.

EO Dylan says:
::Hears Warp 9.9, turns with eyes wide::

CSO Lane says:
:: Sighs  and thinks that Lore is losing it again ::

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: Long range sensors pick up the Seleya and Nighthawk along with a few unidentified vessels.  They also detect 13 Nacandarian vessels moving in what appears to be an attack formation…

SO Kilmer says:
CSO: I'm picking up our rendezvous...as well as 13 Nacandarian ships, sir.

SO Kilmer says:
::Tries to get an image on the main viewscreen::

EO Dylan says:
::Thinks great...only 13 of them::

TO Vandross says:
CSO: Awaiting your orders Commander.

OPS N’Duh says:
::Picks up bits and pieces of transmissions, most of them Federation signatures::

CSO Lane says:
:: Moves her chair to the ready room door then pauses ::   SO: 13?

FCO Lorehani says:
::Reaches under console and pulls out her head phones...she turns the music on to her new favorite earth group of the day…Peter Paul and Mary.  Enjoys the song Puff the Magic Dragon.  Also it made more sense then a song about spiders going up water spouts.  She still can't figure out that one.::

SO Kilmer says:
:: Feeds Nacandarian sensor targets to the TO's console for tactical analysis ::

SO Kilmer says:
CSO: Confirmed..13, sir.

OPS N’Duh says:
CSO: I'm picking up bits and pieces, mostly static...Federation signatures, transmissions.

CSO Lane says:
SO: How far away are the Nacandarian’s?

SO Kilmer says:
CSO: One moment sir....

SO Kilmer says:
::Analyzes sensor data::

FCO Lorehani says:
::Sings under her breath as she taps in some escape routes into her console...just in case.::

CSO Lane says:
OPS: Encode a message to the Nighthawk and Seleya to prepare for incoming hostiles.

OPS N’Duh says:
CSO: Aye

CNS Martin says:
::Pauses in her work for a moment, deciding how to phrase something about the different afflictions of the V'Rax, and continues::

Host Sheri says:
ACTION:  Long range sensors show a weapons being fired at the designated coordinates given by the Seleya…

CSO Lane says:
TO: Take us to red alert status now!

OPS N’Duh says:
::Sends encoded messages to the Nighthawk and Seleya, prepare...etc::

SO Kilmer says:
CSO:  They are in close proximity to the rendezvous...I'm picking up fire, sir!

TO Vandross says:
CSO: Aye commander. :: Initiates red alert::

CSO Lane says:
FCO: Lore time to intercept?

EO Dylan says:
CSO: I'll be in Main Engineering ma’am.

OPS N’Duh says:
::Coordinates with Engineering bringing all shields and weapons on line::

FCO Lorehani says:
::Hears the klaxons sound and pulls the head phones off and places them around her neck.  Double checks her console.::  CSO: 30 minutes Ma'am...   ::Frowns hoping they can hold out that long.::   I hope we can get there in time.

CSO Lane says:
:: Nods to the EO ::

CNS Martin says:
::Glances up at the change in the lighting::   Self: One ship you can't get the engines fixed without interruptions, the other you can't finish a report. Sheesh. Maybe I should have stayed at the Academy...on second thought. No.

EO Dylan says:
::Enters the turbolift and heads to main engineering::

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: The Vesuvius receives a call from both the Nighthawk and the Seleya requesting any Federation ships in the area to respond with their ETA to the coordinates….

SO Kilmer says:
CSO: Fire is targeted at the coordinates we received from the Seleya...I'm reading several unidentified vessels, as well.

OPS N’Duh says:
CSO: Receiving message from the Seleya and Nighthawk, requesting assistance and ETA

CSO Lane says:
All: Ok people, it looks like we can't avoid this fight...prepare yourselves.

TO Vandross says:
::Ready for anything::

CSO Lane says:
FCO: Lore, give me a running time to the coordinates please.

OPS N’Duh says:
CSO: I've intercepted a message from the Dublin to the Seleya group, they are 40 minutes out.

EO Dylan says:
::Enters main engineering:: All: Ok its time to go to work. I want every ounce of power we can squeeze out of this ship. Coordinate all power distribution with OPS. Let's get it done!

FCO Lorehani says:
::Feels the familiar rush of adrenaline.::  CSO:  Approximately 25 minutes now Ma'am.

SO Kilmer says:
::Runs a tactical sensor analysis for weaknesses on the Nacandarian vessels::

CSO Lane says:
OPS: Can you get a total on the number of Federation and alliance ships?

OPS N’Duh says:
::Shuts down all non-essential power usage::

OPS N’Duh says:
CSO: Checking...

FCO Lorehani says:
::Turns to Hope.::  CSO:  Ma'am...I can have some of my flyers on standby...the shuttles are a little harder to hit and could deliver quite the punch and the Nacandarian’s may not be expecting them.

EO Dylan says:
*OPS*: This is Dylan, we're going to boost the Warp Core to 110%. We'll give you all she has.

CSO Lane says:
TO: Give me a tactical read out on the Nacandarian’s.

CNS Martin says:
::Saves her work, and stands from her desk, hoping the hypospray she received earlier will last until the ship is out of a battle situation::

OPS N’Duh says:
CSO: We have 8 Coobla fighters with the NH and her wing of 3 and the Seleya

CSO Lane says:
FCO: Thanks Lore, have them on standby but wait for further orders.

TO Vandross says:
CSO: Aye commander

FCO Lorehani says:
CSO:  Aye Ma'am...  ::Sends a quick message to Mason to have everyone ready in the shuttle bays.::

CSO Lane says:
OPS: Keep an ear on the comm channels. I want to know all the chatter.

FCO Lorehani says:
CSO:  20 minutes Ma'am.

OPS N’Duh says:
CSO: Aye, Commander.

TO Vandross says:
CSO: 13 Nacandarian vessel. Ambassador-class sized, less fire power. We can take them on Commander. Awaiting your orders.

CSO Lane says:
:: Nods to Lore and moves her chair back to the center ::

FCO Lorehani says:
CSO:  We are now 5 minutes out.... ::Sighs::

SO Kilmer says:
CSO: We're five minutes until weapons range, sir.

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: The Vesuvius nears the battle, now about 5 minutes out...

CSO Lane says:
TO: Well done, stand by.

EO Dylan says:
::Stands at the Chief Engineers station, looking over readouts while his engineers work::

SO Kilmer says:
TO: Excellent analysis, Ensign.

OPS N’Duh says:
::Listens to the chatter between the ships::   CSO: They are coordinating their attack.

CSO Lane says:
*CMO*: Doctor, we are heading into a fire fight. Expect casualties and lots of them.

SO Kilmer says:
::Attempts to identify the Nacandarian’s command vessel::

CMO Bannister says:
*CSO*:  Acknowledged.

EO Dylan says:
*CSO*: Dylan here, I have readouts from the ships. Nighthawks shields are down to 46%. Seleya’s is down to 48%. Nine Nacandarian ships are heavily damaged.

CSO Lane says:
OPS: Any word from the Seleya?

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: The Navis, an escort to the Nighthawk is destroyed...

EO Dylan says:
*CSO*: Seleya has damage on decks 13-19.

OPS N’Duh says:
CSO: Nothing, Ma'am.

SO Kilmer says:
CSO: The Navis is destroyed...one of ours, sir.

CSO Lane says:
*EO*: Keep me posted on those numbers.

EO Dylan says:
*CSO*: Aye ma’am.

FCO Lorehani says:
CSO:  We have arrived Ma'am.

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: The Vesuvius and her winged escorts join the Seleya, Nighthawk and Coobla battle surprising the Nacandarian vessels….

OPS N’Duh says:
::Fingers fly across the console, bleeding power from all parts of the ship for weapons and shields::

CSO Lane says:
FCO: Take us to impulse...   TO: Ready all weapons.

CMO Bannister says:
::Preps his nurses for what is to come and has medical teams standing by.::

FCO Lorehani says:
CSO:  Dropping to impulse.  I have escape routes plotted in also along with several battle tactics...

TO Vandross says:
CSO: Readying all weapons commander.

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: The Vesuvius and her wing are rocked by weapons fire...

CSO Lane says:
FCO: Evasive maneuvers Lore. don't let them get us.

EO Dylan says:
*OPS*: I have had some of the non-essential systems switched to standby, that should help.

EO Dylan says:
::Feels the ship rock::   Self: Come on baby hold together...

CSO Lane says:
TO: Fire at will...target all Nacandarian engines. Take them out!

OPS N’Duh says:
*EO* Much appreciated. I see it ::Rerouting power::

FCO Lorehani says:
CSO:  I'm not known as the dancing Andorian for nothing Ma'am... initiating evasives... ::Banks the ship to the left and heads into the fray.::

CSO Lane says:
OPS: All power to shields!

CNS Martin says:
::Steadies herself against her desk, considering what to do. No possible way of getting her work done in this situation...::   CSO: Is there any chance you need some help up there on the bridge?

OPS N’Duh says:
CSO: All power to shields, aye.

CSO Lane says:
:: Grips her chair tightly ::

TO Vandross says:
CSO: Aye :: Fires a volley of 10 type XXV photon torpedoes in Sierra array at various Nacandarian vessel engines.::

OPS N’Duh says:
::Receives damage reports::   CSO: Minimal damage.

CSO Lane says:
*CNS*: Get to auxiliary weapons control and help out please.

FCO Lorehani says:
::Plays cat and mouse with various enemy ships.::

EO Dylan says:
::Keeps a close eyes on the shield generators::

OPS N’Duh says:
::Receives a message from the Rapier::  CSO: the Rapier also reports minimal damage.

TO Vandross says:
CSO: Commander, Javelin reports shields down to 56 percent. Our shields are down to 92 percent.

CNS Martin says:
*CSO* Yes ma'am.  ::Leaves her office and heads for the Auxiliary Weapons control room::

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: The Nacandarian ships are like flies...swarming all around

CSO Lane says:
TO: Work with OPS and engineering to keep our shields up.

EO Dylan says:
::Sees a minor fluctuation in the port shield generator, makes a minor frequency adjustment::

TO Vandross says:
::Fires another volley of 10 photon torpedoes as well as all phaser arrays and turrets::

OPS N’Duh says:
::Nods acknowledgment::

CSO Lane says:
OPS: Tell them we're moving to cover them.

FCO Lorehani says:
::Quickly banks the ship to the right.::

CSO Lane says:
FCO: Lore, cover the Rapier until they can make repairs.

OPS N’Duh says:
CSO: Aye...sending now.

OPS N’Duh says:
COM: Seleya: We're moving in to cover.

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: The Vesuvius is rocked again from weapons

OPS N’Duh says:
::Holds on to his console::

EO Dylan says:
::Feels the ship rocked again by weapons fire::

FCO Lorehani says:
CSO:  On it Ma'am... ::Moves in position over the Rapier, cutting engines but is ready to move on a seconds notice.::

CNS Martin says:
::Steadies herself again against the wall in the hallway, and steps into the turbolift::

CSO Lane says:
:: Rocks in her chair almost falling out :: TO: Shield status?

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: A secondary EPS conduit blows in Engineering....

OPS N’Duh says:
::Continues to pull power for engineering, shields and weapons from all decks...::

OPS N’Duh says:
::Notices a dip in power::

FCO Lorehani says:
OPS:  ETA to repairs on the Rapier...We can't take much more pounding?

EO Dylan says:
::Sees an EPS panel blow out::  All EO’s: Get a stabilizer on that!

TO Vandross says:
CSO: Down to 87 percent commander. We're hanging tough.

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: 4 Nacandarian vessels break formation and make a run towards the tunnel….

CSO Lane says:
*EO*: Did we sustain damage in that last hit?

EO Dylan says:
*OPS*: We just lost a secondary EPS panel down here! Moving to compensate!

OPS N’Duh says:
*EO* Aye, make it fast, we're bleeding power.

SO Kilmer says:
CSO: We have heavily damaged 9 Nacandarian vessels...4 have broke formation and are making a run for it.

CNS Martin says:
::Orders the turbolift to deck 10, and waits patiently for it arrive::

EO Dylan says:
::Shuts down power to the conduit and reroutes::

OPS N’Duh says:
CSO: The EO is working on replacing the EPS panel.

CSO Lane says:
OPS: Shut down all non essential systems and get power to the shields!

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: The Dublin advises the Seleya they are going after the 4 departing vessels and request assistance...

TO Vandross says:
::Continues to fire photon torpedoes and phaser’s at full strength::

CSO Lane says:
FCO: Pursue those four ships!

EO Dylan says:
::Makes sure the panel is dead, goes to start replacing it::   EO: Hand me a spanner wrench.

OPS N’Duh says:
CSO: I'm pulling power for all area's already, I'm relocating personnel to other decks to pull power from there.

EO Dylan says:
*OPS*: Power is rerouted, I'll have this conduit replaced in 4 minutes!

CNS Martin says:
::Steps off the turbolift at Deck 10, and makes her way to the Auxiliary Weapons room::

SO Kilmer says:
CSO: The four vessels are headed to the tunnel.

FCO Lorehani says:
CSO:  Aye Ma'am...Engaging engines...  ::Goes to impulse and chases after the four ships.::

SO Kilmer says:
CSO: We are being requested to pursue the 4 vessels.

CMO Bannister says:
::Treats some small injuries that came in recently.::

CSO Lane says:
SO: Are they damaged?

OPS N’Duh says:
CSO: Apparently the Dublin arrive during the heat of the battle, I'm updating them on the situation.

CSO Lane says:
TO: Target those four ships when we get in range.

SO Kilmer says:
CSO: No...they have sustained minimal combat damage, sir.

EO Dylan says:
::Pulls out the blown conduit, puts a spare one in and secures it::

CSO Lane says:
OPS: Understood. Inform the Dublin that are in pursuit.

SO Kilmer says:
CSO: The four vessels have reached 2 light years from our position, sir.

TO Vandross says:
CSO: Aye commander.   :: Eagerly awaits confrontation with four vessels::

OPS N’Duh says:
CSO: Aye, relaying your message.

CSO Lane says:
SO: Give me anything you can on that tunnel.

SO Kilmer says:
::Runs sensor analysis on the tunnel::

CNS Martin says:
::Walks in the door of the auxiliary weapons control, and takes up a position and one of the consoles, seeing what she can do::

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: The Shuriken begins to vent plasma and must drop from the pursuit...

EO Dylan says:
::Looks over at a young Ensign::   Ensign: You know I could have been a doctor?

SO Kilmer says:
CSO: I'm on it, sir.

OPS N’Duh says:
CSO: The Dublin acknowledges they are also in pursuit.

EO Dylan says:
::The young Ensign smiles, the comment relieving some stress::

CSO Lane says:
OPS: Magnify the viewscreen. I want to see them up close.

FCO Lorehani says:
::Adjusts her course a tad.::

SO Kilmer says:
CSO: I can't make too much of that tunnel from sensor readouts, but I know one thing...that is our way home.

OPS N’Duh says:
CSO: Viewscreen on maximum.

OPS N’Duh says:
::Looks up at the screen::

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: The Nacandarian’s purple and pointed ships are loom ahead on the viewscreen

CSO Lane says:
:: Smiles ::   SO: Then we better clear the way hadn't we?

EO Dylan says:
::Goes to restore power to the EPS conduit::

OPS N’Duh says:
::Under breath::   Self: Ugly suckers, eh?

CSO Lane says:
TO: Ensign, got those purple blobs in your sights yet?

SO Kilmer says:
CSO: Indeed, sir.

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: The 4 vessels split off into two groups but remain approximately 25,000 km apart…

TO Vandross says:
CSO: Clear as daylight commander.

EO Dylan says:
*OPS*: Ok the EPS conduit is back up and running.

OPS N’Duh says:
*EO*: Good work, drink on the CSO tonight!   ::Grins::

CSO Lane says:
TO: You know the drill...take them out.

CSO Lane says:
FCO: Lore, move us in behind the Nacandarian ships.

FCO Lorehani says:
CSO:  Aye Ma'am...   ::Adjusts course once again.::

EO Dylan says:
::Laughs::   *OPS*: I'll take a scotch.

OPS N’Duh says:
::Grins::

CSO Lane says:
TO: Take the two on the right and let the Dublin handle the others.

CSO Lane says:
OPS: Inform the Dublin of the plan

EO Dylan says:
::Goes back to the master display::

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: Sensors detect the Dublin engaging two of the Nacandarian ships

TO Vandross says:
CSO: Aye.   ::Initiates photon torpedo attack pattern alpha Vandross beta to the two ships on the right::

OPS N’Duh says:
::Brings full power of the USS Vesuvius to bear::

OPS N’Duh says:
CSO: Yes, Ma'am   ::Sends message::

OPS N’Duh says:
CSO: The Dublin acknowledges the message

CSO Lane says:
:: Nods to N`Duh ::

TO Vandross says:
::Fires forward phaser banks::

OPS N’Duh says:
::His eyes never leave his console, not even to look at the viewscreen::

SO Kilmer says:
CSO:  A ship in the Dublin's wing, the Chieftain, has suffered severe damage.  The Kurris is beaming over her survivors, sir.

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: The phaser miss their intended targets...

SO Kilmer says:
CSO/OPS: I recommend we try and beam over members of the Chieftain before she blows

CSO Lane says:
TO: Launch a full spread of torpedoes!

OPS N’Duh says:
SO: Aye, I'm sending coordinates to the transporter rooms

TO Vandross says:
CSO: With pleasure commander. :: fires a 10 round volley of photon torpedoes at the two enemy vessels::

CSO Lane says:
SO: Let the Kurris take care of the Chieftain. We have a couple of purple bugs to squash.

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: The Vesuvius catches the other two Nacandarian ships and they engage in battle

SO Kilmer says:
CSO: Understood, sir.

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: The Javelin is hit and begins to vent plasma.  She attempts to withdraw from the fire fight.

EO Dylan says:
::Is glad everyone in main engineering is keeping their focus::

SO Kilmer says:
CSO: The Javelin is hit hard...she's withdrawing from combat!

CSO Lane says:
*EO*: Give a status report on our power systems down there. Can we engage these ships and keep our shields up to full?

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: The Nacandarian ships begin to concentration their fire on the Javelin….

CNS Martin says:
::Continues as she was doing::

CSO Lane says:
SO: Acknowledged.

EO Dylan says:
*CSO*: As long as they don't start pounding us, I think we'll be ok.

FCO Lorehani says:
CSO:  Want me to get in between the Javelin and the Nacandarian's?

OPS N’Duh says:
SO: No can transport the crew of the Chieftain, our transporters are down. All power has been allocated to shields and weapons.

SO Kilmer says:
CSO/TO: Enemy vessels have focused attack on the retreating Javelin!  This could be a chance to burst a torpedo in their vulnerable areas!

CSO Lane says:
FCO: Cover her until she can get out of weapons range.

EO Dylan says:
::Gives an engineer a look when he tells Lane that::

FCO Lorehani says:
CSO:  Aye, moving to intercept...   ::Plots an intercept course.::

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: The Javelin begins to take a beating from the Nacandarian vessels...

CSO Lane says:
*EO*: You better get up here and coordinate with OPS on those power systems.

TO Vandross says:
CSO: Awaiting orders to fire at the Javelin's attackers commander.

SO Kilmer says:
::Keeps a monitor on the Javelins hull integrity, fearing the worst::

SO Kilmer says:
CSO: Incoming shockwave!

OPS N’Duh says:
::Fingers dance across the console, switching power from one section to another where needed::

CSO Lane says:
TO: Fire at the Nacandarian weapons systems.

SO Kilmer says:
CSO: The Chieftain is destroyed!

CSO Lane says:
All: Prepare for shockwave.

SO Kilmer says:
::Braces himself at his station::

EO Dylan says:
::Thinks not good::

OPS N’Duh says:
::Eyes close for a brief moment, then sets double shields towards the shockwave::

TO Vandross says:
CSO: Aye commander.   :: Proceeds to fire all phaser’s at full power to weapon systems of the two Nacandarian vessels.::

Host Sheri says:
ACTION:   The Vesuvius’ weapons find home and the two Nacandarian vessels are destroyed

OPS N’Duh says:
::Pumps arm::   Out loud: YES!

SO Kilmer says:
TO: Excellent work, Ensign.  The Nacandarian vessels are pulverized.

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: Their energy combine with the shockwave.

OPS N’Duh says:
::Holds on::

SO Kilmer says:
::Braces tighter::

FCO Lorehani says:
ALL:  Eeep!  Reversing course!

CSO Lane says:
:: Grins ::   All: We got them!

OPS N’Duh says:
*ALL Hands*: Brace for IMPACT!

CSO Lane says:
FCO: Get us out of here Lore!

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: The shockwave hits the Vesuvius, who only feels a bit of rocking.

SO Kilmer says:
::Looks oddly at the lack of impact::

SO Kilmer says:
CSO: Sir!

CSO Lane says:
SO: Status of the Dublin?

OPS N’Duh says:
::Thinks::   Self: That wasn't so bad.

EO Dylan says:
::Feels a small rocking::   Self: I really hope that was the shockwave

FCO Lorehani says:
::Sits up straight as she is rocked a bit...disappointed.::   All:  Well that sucked.

SO Kilmer says:
CSO: Readings on the tunnel are beginning to fluctuate!

OPS N’Duh says:
::Checks the power grid::

CSO Lane says:
SO: What's the reason? The shockwave?

SO Kilmer says:
CSO: I don't know, but I fear our time is short...that tunnel could close instantaneously

CSO Lane says:
FCO: Lore, take us to warp and get us through that tunnel corridor.

OPS N’Duh says:
::Looks up at the viewscreen again::

CNS Martin says:
::Checks various systems from the console she is using::

SO Kilmer says:
CSO: The tunnel entrance continues to decrease in its stability.

FCO Lorehani says:
::Taps her console.::   CSO:  Err Ma'am...problem with the warp engines…they are off line

SO Kilmer says:
CSO: A sad report...the Chieftain

OPS N’Duh says:
::Sends more power to the warp engines::

Host Sheri says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

